Intracellular recordings were made simultaneously from pairs of neighboring bipolar cells by advancing two independent microelectrodes into retinas of carp (Cyprinus carpio). Bipolar cells were identified by their response properties and in several samples were verified by intracellular injection of Lucifer yellow. Current of either polarity injected into one member of the bipolar cell pair elicited a signconserving, sustained potential change in the other bipolar cell without any significant delay. This electrical coupling was reciprocal, and it was observed between cell types similar in function and in morphology. Our results strongly suggest that there is a spatial summation of signals at the level of bipolar cells, which makes central receptive field areas much larger than their dendritic fields.
Bipolar cells of the vertebrate retina form a signal pathway from photoreceptors to amacrine or ganglion cells (1, 2) and play a principal role in the early processing of spatial information by the retina (3, 4) . A receptive field of a bipolar cell consists of a central area and an antagonistic surround area (3) (4) (5) . It is generally assumed that the responses of bipolar cells to central illumination are directly transmitted from photoreceptors, whereas those to surround illumination are mediated by horizontal cells. The latter assumption is supported by the findings that (i) the size of the receptive field surround far exceeds the dendritic spread of a bipolar cell (3) (4) (5) and (ii) extrinsic currents injected into horizontal cells produce potential changes in bipolar cells (6, 7) . The evidence for the former notion, that center responses are directly mediated by photoreceptors, comes from comparisons between the receptive fields determined by physiological methods and the dendritic spreads measured morphologically (3) (4) (5) . There is, however, a notable discrepancy in such data: the central receptive field is always larger than the dendritic spread (3, 5, (8) (9) (10) . In the carp retina, for example, a mean diameter of the receptive field centers of on-center bipolar cells is almost 10 times as large as that of their dendritic spreads. Such a large difference between the physiological and morphological field sizes is too great to be accounted for by signal spreads through electrical coupling between photoreceptors (11) (12) (13) . In this study, we demonstrate directly, by impaling pairs of cells, that bipolar cells in the carp retina are electrically coupled with neighboring bipolar cells. We further propose that the coupling contributes to the enlargement of their receptive field centers.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Carps (Cyprinus carpio) were anesthetized with tricaine methanesulfonate (MS222). The eye was excised and the retina was detached from the pigment epithelium. The isolated retina was mounted flat in a Lucite chamber with the receptor side up and superfused with physiological saline solution. The solution was continuously aerated with a gas mixture of 98% 02 and 2% Co2. The millimolar composition of the medium was as follows: NaCl, 102; KCl, 2.6; CaCl2, 1.0; MgCl2, 0.4; NaHCO3, 20; and glucose, 15.
The retina was illuminated from the receptor side with a white light spot, at an intensity of about 90 lm/m2, whose diameter could be changed from 0.3 mm to 2 mm. Usually a light spot of about 1 mm in diameter and 0.5 sec in duration was applied every 5 sec. Annular illumination (0.7 mm in inner diameter and 2.0 mm in outer diameter) was occasionally used to test the center and surround organization of the receptive field. A diffuse background of about 4 lm/m2 was given throughout the experiment to maintain the retina under a mesopic condition.
Microelectrodes filled with 2.5 M KCl and having a resistance of60-120 MU were used for intracellular recording and for current injection. Two microelectrodes, with a small separation at the tips, were advanced independently into the retina from the receptor side to record simultaneously from a pair of bipolar cells. After the electrical interaction between the two cells had been studied, the electrodes were withdrawn and the distance between the tips was measured under a light microscope. This distance value was used to determine the separation between the two impaled cells.
We identified the types of penetrated cells by the following criteria: response waveform, recording electrode depth, and center-surround receptive field organization. The Fig. 1 . Each trace represents responses of either member of the pair and consists of responses to illumination of white light spot and to extrinsic current injection into one of these cells. In Fig. LA , extrinsic currents were injected into an on-center cell whose responses are shown in the lower trace, producing a break in the trace, and potential changes of the other on-center cell were recorded (upper trace). A depolarizing current (about 10 nA) applied to one cell produced a depolarization of about 3 mV in the other cell, whereas a hyperpolanrzing current (about 10 nA) produced a hyperpo-*To whom reprint requests should be addressed.
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When the microelectrode was withdrawn from one member of the bipolar cell pair and the current was injected into the extracellular space, only a small potential change (less than 0.5 mV) was recorded from the other bipolar cell. Similar results were obtained when the current-passing electrode was intracellular and the voltage-recording electrode was in the extracellular space. These findings clearly indicate that the cu'rrent-evoked potential changes are not due to the field potential. Fig. 3 shows an electrical coupling between off-center bipolar cells. The findings here are similar to those observed in on-center bipolar cell pairs. First, the depolarizing and response is masked by the capacitive artifact. However, a smooth transition from the capacitive artifact to coupling potential suggests that there is no delay such as is expected to occur across the chemical synapse (14) . The lower trace shows a current step.
then the hyperpolarizing current of about 10 nA injected into a cell (lower trace) produced a depolarization of about 5 mV and a hyperpolarization of about 4 mV in the other cell (upper trace) without any significant delay. When we reversed the conditions with respect to current injection and recording cells, essentially identical results were obtained. The separation between the two cells was about 80 pm. Another pair of off-center cells separated also by about 80 gm also had the coupling, but it was less efficient than that shown in Fig. 3 Fig. 1 . Thus, the response evoked by light stimulation is shown on the left of each current-evoked polarization. When depolarizing and hyperpolarizing current pulses of about 10 nA were passed into the bipolar cell in the lower trace, producing a break in the trace, a depolarization and a hyperpolarization of the other cell (upper trace) were produced without any significant delay.
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 83 (1986) a above is not due to interactions between the two parts within the same bipolar cell, such as the cell body and the axon terminal. To localize the positions of electrode tips, we marked pairs of cells with Lucifer yellow after observing their electrical interactions. Two pairs of on-center bipolar cells were successfully stained. Photomicrographs in Fig. 4 (11) (12) (13) , which results in the spatial summation of photoreceptor responses, is responsible for this discrepancy. Indeed, in the carp, the photoreceptors of the same type make contact with both the terminals and the basal processes of neighboring photoreceptors (19) . Nevertheless, the observed differences between the dendritic and receptive field diameters are too great to be attributed to signal spreads Neurobiology: Kujiraoka and Saito through electrical coupling between photoreceptors (20) . However, we demonstrated in this study that bipolar-bipolar interactions are both reciprocal and sign conserving. These findings strongly imply that there is a spatial summation of signals at the level of bipolar cells, which would make the disparity between the receptive field and dendritic field sizes even larger.
Direct electrical interactions between bipolar cells observed in the present study, as well as those between photoreceptors in other investigations, would appear to degrade spatial resolutions of the eye. Some undiscovered benefit of these interactions which may offset such a loss of spatial resolution remains to be determined.
